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SHIR DELIGHT
Marsha Edelman

Shirah used to be conducted by Mati Lazar and now is in the competent
hands of Marsha Edelman. Marsha and Mati have a lot of the same traits.
Both their names start with M and both despise breathing of any sort. They
are both funny. They both wear black at concerts. Written down in the choir
chronicles are the dates on which either one of them said,”that was good!” If
Marsha says “good good good” 9 times in a row, she is pleased. Mati’s face
reveals all-whether or not he is pleased. Marsha doesn’t care where anyone
sits, whereas Mati likes to have the chairs moved in a certain way. Neither of
them can understand why no section listens to the advice given to another.

She commutes from
Philly. Kol Hakavod!
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Mati returns for concerts and leads the choir in
several pieces. Being an adaptable group, Shirah
automatically sings this music just the way Mati
taught it 50 years ago despite changes in tempo,
notes, texts made during reviews with Marsha.
This year’s Chanukah concert was held in its usual
spot, upstairs in the JCC’s small theater. The
audience was appreciative and applauded
suﬃciently to make everyone feel good. Afterwards,
people said to each other, “we were good, right?”
The consensus was “yes! Somehow Marsha got to
the finish line unscathed, bringing Shirah along with
her.
There were tricky spots in the music causing many
to have to look down at the music to negotiate
them. The English verses were the most diﬃcult to
sing. Never being sure when a bim might become a
bam, a dai turn into a bai, an aah into an ooh there
were challenging moments. Repeats with a zillion
endings. Fermatas that weren’t; half notes that
were. Exciting!
What a talented group! They managed all of the
above with aplomb. Thanks to the expertise of
the leaders of Shirah the concert was a success.

Some of the stellar
members of Shirah
rehearsing in a room
with blue somethings.

Shiraz manager, Marilyn Okoshi illustrates the
principle-if you want something done, ask a busy
person.
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Dear Dr. Plotznik,
I recently requested to join the Shirah choir and was turned
down. I think it was because of my disability. I am tone deaf
and need my singing guide dog with me anytime I need to
sing. For example, at the opera I don’t need the dog because
there I don’t need to sing. Obviously, in a choir, I would be
expected to sing and for this I need my dog. I tried to explain
this to the Recording Secretary who answered my call and I
may have heard a mutter about doggy poop but she assured
me she would call me back. I have not heard a word from her
or Shirah since. Can you advise me as to my next step?
Frustrated in NJ.

Dear Frustrated,
Your letter has me perplexed. Shirah has no recording secretary,
so I don't know who you spoke to, or if you are just plain deaf,
not just for tones, or perhaps experiencing auditory hallucinations
brought on by "choir envy", a psychotic disorder recently
diagnosed in several people who had all been attendees at
concerts in the Eric Brown Theater.
I will, however, give you a serious answer even if your letter is a
joke.
First oﬀ, Shirah does not discriminate against people with disabilities. It does, however,
strive to maintain a balance of diﬀerent voices (for artistic purposes). Currently I am
informed that the Tone Deaf section is filled to capacity. You can be placed on the waiting
list, however.
Regarding your dog, who apparently can carry a tune, we do not discriminate against other
species. If he is a Tenor, we have a place for him.
Dr. Plotznik
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Reflections on Rehearsals
Misdemeanors
Tuesday nights can be fun but you must be
prepared for several contingencies such as
sudden loud noises. You could be called out for
the rudeness of talking to your neighbor while
your conductor is trying to get some straggly
other section under control but you can always
pound your chest and mumble al cheyt. Your
cell phone might ring but not as often as the
conductor’s so that’s not too bad. But, dare you
ask for a copy of music the “Wrath of
Levochowski” (a famous ancient cantor who
didn’t believe in using written music) will fall
upon you. Talk to the members of the exclusive
club of those who ventured to ask and who

have bonded over the scary responses they
received and the music they didn’t. (Dr. Plotznik
will surely be thinking how to help these poor
folks.) Advice to those who have not yet asked
for music, you better have a good reason! “I
had surgery” has been overused and no longer
works. You can’t read your copy? Neither can
anyone else, not even the conductor.
This semester the prize for best reason belongs
to Ed who had asked for music in the past but
finally succeeded.
Ed: Can I have a copy? Mine is missing 4
pages.

Curmudgeon Column
Why is there always some one who can’t remember an instruction
one minute after it is given? Why do some people wait until the very
last note on the page before they turn it? The brain is capable of
remembering at least two measures! Why do some people come
late to rehearsals? Couldn’t they advance their schedules to
incorporate a 7:30 arrival? Why do some people not learn the
music? They don’t have any? The text is a tongue twister? (Physical
therapy can untwist your tongue.) There is no spare time for
review? They can’t figure out how to listen to the mp3s? They don’t
read music, Hebrew, English, Yiddish, Ladino, Prussian? They like
to have personal tutelage at rehearsal while 30 other people wait?

Masha’s greatest isms this semester.
Altos: make a great deal out of nothing but not
too .
Fight your Jewish inclinations.
That was a very Brunhilde moment.
You can’t be the emphysema in the choir.
Don't think you can relax just because you have
a tie.
Did we or did we not mangle?
This disease is affecting everyone elseWavraham is contagious!
If you can’t sing it without squeaking please
don’t. And if you are singing it anyway please
don't sing it early.

Sopranos, you were on the ceiling.
Look at the music and when there’s a part for
you, come in.
Just because you turned the page is no reason
to breathe.
You were 2 beats behind but what really
bothers me is that you didn’t even notice.
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Happy Alto Singers
pat yourself on the back for a job well done!

You put me on the alto page?

Loyal faraway alto Karen skyped her way to Tenafly!
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Letters to the Editor:
Dear Editor,
I sent a thank you letter to you for your excellent publication. You did not write back to
thank me. I will never write again.

Thank you for that!

Dear Editor,
I attended your last concert. I do not think there were a suﬃcient number of pieces named
Hinei Ma Tov. What happened to the old standards from Hebrew School and Youth groups?
Just saying…

Seriously?

Please make the check out to
The Shirah Choir Located in
Room 207 or Possibly the
Playroom at the JCC on the
Kaplen Palisades also off
Clinton Ave, Tenafly.

Dear Editor,
I just loved your last newsletter! I laughed so
hard at all the antics you described. I can’t wait
to hear more. I do think you could use a better
camera to enhance your material. Is there a fund
I can donate to for the purchase of a camera?
A devoted reader.
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